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Webcast Objectives 

1. Raise awareness about academic language and literacy development 
of multilingual writers

2. Share our experiences of working with multilingual writers

3. Introduce viewers to scholarship and resources on L2 writing

4. Help writing teachers to prepare themselves and their students in 
linguistically diverse classrooms to work effectively with written and 
oral feedback 



A child has “the instinctive 
tendency to speak (…) whilst no 
child has an instinctive tendency 
to bake, brew or write.” (Charles 
Darwin, 2010/1871, p. 30)



CCCC Statement on Teacher Preparation for 
Teaching L2 Writing and Writers 

"Any writing course, including basic writing, first-year composition, advanced 
writing, and professional writing as well as second-language writing courses, 
that enrolls any second language writers should be taught by a writing 
teacher who is able to identify and is prepared to address the linguistic and 
cultural needs of second language writers. This preparation may be offered 
through preparing future faculty programs, first-year composition 
programming for instructors, or faculty development programming offered 
through Writing Across the Curriculum programs, writing centers, ESL 
support services, or other campus initiatives.”

- College Conference on Composition and Communication (2001) 



Research on Multilingual Writers in 
Composition Classrooms (Ferris, et al, 2011)

• Surveyed writing faculty at two, 4-year universities and six, two-year 
community colleges in northern California

• 129 writing instructors; interviewed 23 

• Teachers lacked formal training in working with L2 writers

• 66% occasionally adapt feedback to L2 writer needs

• Teacher attitudes towards feedback on L2 writers differ



How linguistically diverse is California? 

• 220 different language spoken in 
California (Dolan, 2017)

• 112 different language spoken in 
San Francisco (Hendrick, 2005)

statisticalatlas.com



Who are Multilingual Writers?

• International visa students, refugees, and permanent residents, 
naturalized and native born residents 

• Students whose home language is different from the school language 

• Students’ L1 has become their L2 through schooling

• Print-based literacy ranges widely

• Some students speak languages that might not have a written form

(Ferris & Hedgcock, 2014)



Academic Language and Literacy Development Across Different 
L2 populations (Ferris & Hedgcock, 2014, p. 38).

Characteristic International/EFL Immigrant Generation 1.5

L1 Literacy Strong Varies Little/None

Cultural Identification L1 L1 (mostly) L2 (Varies)

Knowledge of L2 Culture None/Minimal Some Extensive

Socioeconomic Status Middle/Upper-middle class Working Class Working class to middle class

Motivation to learn L2 For instrumental purposes For survival and integrative 
purposes

Like monolingual L2 peers

Formal L2 Knowledge Yes In some cases No

L2 Oral/Aural Skills Weak (varies cross-culturally) Adequate (in time) Fluence & Confident

L2 Academic Reading 
Skills

Strong foundation, limited 
experience

Varies considerably Weak in many cases

L2 Writing Skills Adequate but with areas of 
weakness

Weak Varies considerably, stronger 
than immigrant group 



L1 and L2 student writing: Are there Differences?          
(Ferris & Hedgcock, 2014, p. 23) 

• Organizing ideas and framing arguments

• Limited experiences with and application of summarizing, paraphrasing, and 
quoting source material in their writing

• Reader awareness (thinking about the background knowledge and 
expectations)

• Making use of discourse level and sentence level cohesion

• Less familiarity with linguistic and rhetorical structures and conventions (e.g., 
limited vocabulary; minimal use of subordination vs coordination, 
grammatical structure limited and predictable; avoidance of passive voice) 



Observing Error Types between L1 and L2 Writers
(Ferris & Hedgcock, 2014, p. 285)



Poll

How confident are you in supporting ELLs?



Focus on Feedback 

Preparing yourself and your students to work 
effectively with feedback in linguistically diverse 

classrooms



What is good writing?



In the Chat Pod…

What kind of feedback do you like to receive on your 
own writing?



What are your strategies for giving feedback?

In the Chat Pod…



Using a Needs Analysis in the Writing Classroom                                               
(Ferris & Hedgcock, 2014, pp. 184-185) 



Preparing Students to Write

1. Leave enough time to read the assignment together in class

2. Connect the assignment to the course objectives

3. Provide samples of past student papers (not professional, edited papers)   
and review them together 

4. Check in with the students to see where they are in the drafting

process week by week
5.   Develop evaluation rubric together with students 

6. Ask students to bring in working drafts to class the week before the 

paper is due. Have them exchange their papers with their peers for 

feedback.



Peer Feedback: Beneficial for Multilingual 
Writers

• Peer feedback is critical at the textual, cognitive, and communicative 
levels (Liu & Hansen , 2002)

• Provides range of perspectives on writing (Peterson, 2010)

• Benefits motivation (Freedman, 1992; Gielen, et al., 2010)

• Internalize goals of the writing assignment (Rust, Price, & O’Donovan, 
2003)



Introducing Peer Feedback 

1. Introduce the concept of peer feedback and why it plays a central 
role in writing pedagogy 

2. Create a skit about how to give and receive feedback  

3. Introduce students to the vocabulary and phrases for feedback 
(e.g., “I really liked the point you made here because…, but I think 
you could strengthen this idea by adding examples…”)

4. Encourage students to identify parts of their paper they would like 
to get specific feedback on from their peers 



Final Steps before Submitting the Paper 

• Give students the opportunity to review/proofread their paper in 
class before submitting a hard copy

• Invite students to dialogue with you. Have them identify areas of the 
paper that are their strengths and areas they feel insecure about. 
Have them to explain why they like or dislike these areas. Ask them to 
identify their thesis statements.

• Invite students to dialogue with you about their preferences towards 
receiving feedback (Goldstein, 2005)



Using Cover Notes          (Goldstein, 2005, p.37, 67-68)

Cover Note for a Writing Conference/Tutorial 

• What stage in the drafting process are you?

• The audience who will read this paper consists of:

• This audience will already know the following so I 
will not have to define or explain these in my 
paper:

• The audience will expect me to use, define, and 
explain the following terms or concepts:

• This audience will learn the following from 
reading my paper:

• My paper has the following strengths (describe 
explicitly):

• I need feedback/help with the following areas of 
my paper (point out specific places and describe 
explicitly what you are uncertain about):





Preparing Yourself to Read: Global before Local

Read through the paper with your pencil down 

Ask yourself as you read, did the student:

• understand the assignment?

• clearly communicate their purpose?

• identity their thesis statement (e.g., in an essay)?



No Purpose?

1. Read the conclusion. (The main point is often there.)

2. Write a short note at the end explaining what your were expecting 

the student to do and give strategies on how to do that.

3. Avoid correcting sentence level issues (grammar, spelling,     

punctuation).



There is a Purpose!

1. Reread with your pencil (rather than pen)

2. Answer their questions 

3. Comment on strengths

4. Identify areas to improve (global level before sentence-level)

5. For sentence-level issues: Choose a few sentence-level features to 

correct. Don’t correct everything. Stick to those features that impact 

meaning

6. Summarize briefly the good points and areas to improve. Address the    

student by name in your end summary



What about Grammar or Style?

1. Be sure you distinguish between problems of grammar vs. style 

(APA, genre conventions, or academic register).

2. Again, don’t correct every error. It’s a waste of your time and theirs.      

Instead…

- Identify and circle common errors or select a couple of 
paragraphs and correct a few pattern errors as a sample.

- Refer students to a useful resource (e.g., Purdue OWL) for 
further information and practice.



Written Corrective Feedback 
(Ferris & Hedgcock, 2014,  pp. 289, 298)



Commenting on Style Problem vs. Grammar

Since the 19th century, the 
archaeological discoveries, which 
mainly focused on three centers of 
early civilization (China, 
Mesopotamia, and Egypt), the 
decipherment and interpretation of 
a number of early inscriptions, and 
writing systems descending directly 
from pastimes, provided unexpected 
new material and evidences on 
development of civilization, and the 
increasing complexity of early 
societies.

In comparison with North American 
cities, with capitalism ideas, which 
make individuals to work more and 
more in best years of his/her life to 
save more, with continual fear of 
losing job and stresses about loan 
payments, in Paris you can see young 
people enjoying their life, hanging 
out in street cafés which reminds me 
the fact that we are forgetting: we 
are working for living not living for 
working.



Vagueness in Reference

Reduced use of vehicles is encouraged through spending time in these 
local green environments. It allows residents to use this environment as 
a relatively quiet place which is different from city streets. It helps 
people in the region to feel proud and satisfied of having a good 
community. This makes for a healthier community.

The EPA encourages us to reduce the amount of time we spend driving 
in local green environments. Driving less allows …. and helps … Fewer 
cars make



Frequency of Connectors

1. However,

2. First, second, etc.

3. Thus,

4. Also,

5. For example,

Swales, J. & Feak, C. (2000). English in today’s research 
world: A writing guide. Ann Arbor: Michigan Press.

• What do these connectors tell you 
about the function of the average 
academic paragraph?



Fostering Language Awareness

Swales, J. & Feak, C. (2000). English in today’s research world: A writing guide. 
Ann Arbor: Michigan Press.



Common Errors by Language

Raimes, A., Miller-Cochran, S. (2014). Keys for writers (7th edition). Boston: Houghton Mifflin. 



Professor’s Comment on a Student Paper 

“You have a serious problem in 

structuring your ideas that I have the 

impression goes beyond just the 

language/writing.”





Effective Marginal Comments

Void writing this… Anchor your comment in the text. Instead, write this ... 

Vague!

Awkward!

What?

Huh?

How?

So?

*WC (word choice)
Be sure to pre-teach if using

??

Needs Clarity:

“I’m not sure what you mean here, can you explain how X leads to Y?”

Defining a term:
“Please define this term so I know how you’re using it.” “What do you mean by X? 

“Can you explain more?” 

Cohesion/Coherence:
“How does this idea connect to what you just said above (or below)…”

Examples:
“Give an example of how to …” 



Returning Papers

1. Holding Individual Conferences 

2. Follow up with class

Make a list of your observations. Write them down on the board or provide in a handout. If possible, gives 
concrete examples. Lastly, make it clear what you expect from students on the next draft/paper. For example,

a) What were features of successful papers?

b) Review problem areas:

Not addressing topic

Not citing properly

Not including your stance/claim or interpretation

Grammar or style

Lack of cohesion between sentences/paragraphs

3. Prepare for final draft

Students revise by annotating their corrections/revisions in response to your feedback and 

include a cover note summarizing the revisions (see Goldstein, 2005)
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Student Success in First-Year Writing
Webcast Schedule

Fall 2018

Friday, November 9, 2PM

Reading and College Writing: Enhancing Academic Literacy

Nelson Graff and Rebecca Kersnar, CSU Monterey Bay

Spring 2019 (dates and times TBD)

February 

Creating a Culture of Professionalization for Composition Faculty with Contingent Appointments

March

Promoting Equity with Anti-Racist Assessments 

April

Designing Assignments for Student Engagement and Success 



Webcast Recordings

http://www.calstate.edu/professional-development-calendar



Composition Affinity Group Meetings
Tuesday, October 30, 11:00AM

Wednesday, October 31, 1:00PM

Participants will share
• Best practices for

• placing students in credit-bearing first-year composition courses
• supporting learning in heterogeneous classrooms
• providing professional learning for instructors

• Strategies for addressing challenges that arise in the first year of 
implementing new placement policies.

 To attend, email emagruder@calstate.edu.


